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ABSTRACT
Observational work by Thompson (1977) and others has demon-
strated that free topographic Rossby waves propaqate nortñwarò
up the continental rise south of New England. To study the
dynamical implications of these waves as they approach the
shelf, Beardsley, Vermersch, and Brown conducted an experiment
in 1976 (called NESS76) in which some moored instrument~ were
strategically placed across the New England continental margin
to measure current, temperature, and bottom pressure for about
six months.
An analytical model has been constructed to study the pro-
pagation of free topographic Rossby waves in an infinite we~qe
filled with a uniformly stratified fluid. The problem is found
after some coordinate transformations to be identical to the
corresponding surface gravi ty wave problem in a homogeneous
flu id, but with the roles of the sur face and bottom boun~a r ies
interchanged. Analytical solutions are thus available for both
prog ress i ve and trapped waves, formi ng conti nuous and è i ~c rete
spectra in the frequency space. The separation occurs at a
nondimensional frequency d' = S, defined as (N/f) tan9'*, where
Nand f are the Br unt-Vãi sHlä and iner t i a1 freauenc ies, anè
tan9* is the bottom slope. Since an infinite wedge lias no
i ntr i ns ic length scales, the only relevant nonò imens iona1
parameters are the frequency ¿ and the Burger number s. ~hus,
stratification and bottom slope play the same dynamical role,
and the analysis is greatly simpl.ified. Asymptotic solutions
for the progressive waves have been obtained for both the far
field and small S which enable us to examine the parameter
dependence of some of the basic wave properties in the far
field, and the spatial evolution of the wave amplitu("le an~
phase as they approach the apex when S is small. The genera'.
solution is then presented and discussed in some èetai 1. The
eigenfrequencies of the trapped modes decrease when S decreases
and reduèe to the short wave limit of Reid's (lQ5A) seconè
class, barotropic edge waves when S approaches zero. The modal
s tr ucture broadens as S i nc reases to some cr it i cal val ue above
which no such coastally-trappeè modes exist.
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To simulate more closely the dynamical processes occur r i nq
near the continental margin, a numer ical model i ncorporati ng ~
more realistic topography than an infinite wedge has been con-
structed. With stratification imposing an additional harrier,
the model suggests that the maximum energy flux transmission
coefficient obtained in Kroll and Niiler's barotropic mor.e'( 1976) is likely an upper bound. Also in the presence 0 f thefi n i te slope changes, ,the barocl in ic fr i nge waves genera tet
near the slope-rise junction may form an amphidromic point at
some mid-depth and locally reverse the. di rection of the phase
propagation above it. These baroclinic fringe waves al so cause
an 0 ffshore heat flux over the conti nental rise wh i ch, combi ner.
with the onshore heat flux generated over the slope region in a
frictionless model, induces, across the transect, a mean flow
pattern of two counter-rotating gyres wi th downwel1 i ng occurr-
ing near the slope-rise junction. Bottom friction always gene-
rates an offshore heat flux and there fore mod i f i es th l s mean
flow pattern over the slope region. The induced longshore mean
flow is approximately geostrophically balanced and genera1l v
points to the left facing the shoreline, but its direction can
be reversed where the baroclinic fringe waves dominate. ~he
mean thermal wi nd relation impl ies a generally denser slope
water than that farther offshore.
Some of the model predictions are compared with the ~ata
taken from NESS76. The compari~ons are generally consistent,
suggesting that topographic Rossby wave dynamics may play an
important role for the low frequency motions near continental
margins.
Thes i s Superv i sor: Rober t C. Beardsley
Title: Associate Scientist
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
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1. Introduction
There have been considerable efforts (e. g., ~hompson, 107) ~
Rhines, 1971¡ Thompson and Luyten, 1976) looking for clues of
bottom intensified topographic Rossby waves since they are
first proposed in theory by Rhines (lQ70). Recentlv, after Rn
extensive analysis of the èata obtained nèar site n (iOo'0'N,
700W), Thompson (1977) concludeõ that there is strong evi-
dence that the low frequency motions below the thermoc' 4 ne over
the continental rise north of the Gulf Stream are dominate~ hv
linear topographic Rossby wave dynamics. Furthermore, the
observed offshore phase propagation is consistent wi th the
assumption that these waves are generateè offshore cln~ ra~; ate
their energy shoreward onto the coast. Questions naturallY
ar ise: What's the behavior of these waves as they approach t~e
coast, especially over the rapiò transition region between the
conti nental rise and the slope? Would they be able to penp-
trate through the topographic barriers and contribute sianif4- ,
,.
,
1cantly to the moti ons on the sheJ f? To answer the f f rs t ques-
tion, Suarez (l971) studied the effect of small slope chanaes
on the impinging Rossby waves. He found that in a stratifief
ocean, baroclinic fringe waves are excited near the slope dis-
continuity and impose an additional barrier to the transmiss40n
of the waves. The slope discontinuity, in his own woròs,
"therefore acts like an elastic membrane yielding un~er the
influence of the impi ng i ng Rossby waves but spr i ngi ng hack wi th
8.
little energy lost". To answer the second question, Kroll and
Niiler (1976) constructed an analytical. model which consi~ers
the propagation of topographic Rossby waves in a barotropic
ocean of exponentially varying bottoms. with reasonable fr~c-
tion included, they concluded that these waves are 1 i keJ y to he
completely decayed when the bottom depth is less than ?5 m. As
the slope change is not small near continental margins an0 the
ocean is not homogeneous, a numer j cal model i ncorpora t i. ng hotli
effects has been constructed here to give a more complete pic-
ture about the dynamical processes occurring near conti npntal
margins.
To help understand the numerical results, an analytical
model is fi rst presented in Chapter 2, wh ich cons ièers the pro-
pagation of topographic Rossby waves in a weõge filJeò with a
uniformly stratified fluid. This is, in some sense, a ge"~ra-
lization of Rhines' (1970) solution of a bottom-trappeè edge
wave in an infinitely deep ocean of finite bottom slope, an~
his solution of a quasi-geostrophic wave in a finite depth
ocean but with an infinitesimal bottom slope. The problem is
found after some coordinate transformations to be identical to
the corresponding surface gravity wave problem in a homogeneous
fluid, but with the roles of the surface and bottom boundaries
interchanged. Analytical solûtions by Peters (lQ52) and Urse'l
(1952) are therefore applicable to our problem for the progres-
s ive and trapped waves, formi ng respect ivel.y cont i nuous and
discrete spectra in frequency space. The separation occurs at
9.
a nondimensional frequency ¿ = S, defined as (N/f' tanS *,
where Nand f are the Brunt-Väisâiä an~ inertial frequencies
and tan R * is the bottom slope. The wave frequency has been
nond imens ional i zed by f. Asymptot ic solutions for the progres-
sive waves are first obtained for both the far fjel~ and sma'l
S which enable us to examine the parameter dependence of some
of the basic wave properties in the far fiel~ an~ the spatial
evolution of the wave ampli tude and phase as these waves
approach the apex when S is small. The gene raJ sol uti ons Çor
the progress i ve and the trapped waves are then presented an~
discussed in some detail. This is followed by a summary of tñe
major results of the analytical model.
I n Chapter 3, a numer ical model i ncorporati ng a more
realistic topography and the frictional effect is constructer
to simulate more closely the dynam ical processes occu rr j ng near
continental margins. To simplify the interpretations of the
results and for easier comparison with other existina mo~els,
the stratification is assumed uniform and the topography is
assumed to be comprised of three sections of exponentially
varying bottom, corresponding robghly to the continental r~se,
slope, and shelf. These restrictions can be easily reiaxe~ 4n
the model. The model is similar to that of Wang (1~75, 1°76),
except radiation conditions are imposed at both the inshore and
offshore boundaries of the transect and an Ekman suction velo-
city is included in the bo ttom boundary conè i ti on to s imul ate
the effect of friction. with incoming waves specified at some
10.
offshore location on the continental rise, we can then stu~v
the evolution of these waves as they approach the coast. We
will present the inviscid sol ution for a typical oceanic case
and discuss its properties in some detail. Most of the resul ts
can be i nterpre ted by the analyt ical solution in a we~ge, hut
the replacement of the apex by a fini te sheJ f and tpe rapir
slope change across the slope-rise junction introòuce some
additional features that modity the wave properties considera-
bly. Some simple results assuming quasi-geostrophy are ~erive~
to help explain these new features. A brief discussion on the
parameter dependence of the solution as well as the frictional
effect on these waves is then presented. The chapter concl u~es
with a summary of the major predictions of the m00el.
In Chapter 4, some of the model predictions are compare~
wi th the observations taken from an exper iment conducte~ bv
Beardsley, Ve\rmersch, and Brown in 1976, called NESS7':, in
which some moored instruments were strategic~lly place~ across
the New England continental margin to measure current, tempera-
ture, and bottom pressure for about six months. Detai leè
analysis of the data will be presented elsewhere (Beardslev,
Ou, and Brown, in preparat ion i and only some reI evant observa-
tions will be shown here to compare with the model. Baser on
this comparison, the validity of the model and its furtper
applications are discussed briefly at the end of the chapter.
11.
2. Analytical Model of Free Topographic Rossby Waves in a
Wed ge
2. 1 The Formula t ion of the Model
Let's consider free topographic Rossby waves in a weroe
filled with a uniformly stratified fluid, as shown in Fiq.
2.1. The linearized equations for an invisciè, hyèrostatic 2n~
Bouss i nesque fluid are given by,
ut - fv = - p ,
x
v t + fu = - P ,
Y
0 = - Pz - j g, P.l)
u + v + w = 0,x y z
.P - Æw = 0,t ~
where all the
-'
notations have their conventional meanings.
Boundary cond i t ions for the rig id sur face and i mpene tra~l e
bot tom are
w = 0 at z = 0,
and
'''.?)
w = -v tan e * at z = -y tan(f*. I .II
I
I
Nondimsionalized by the following scalings,
(x,y,z) -L(x,y, z tan9 *),
(u,v,w) -V(u,v,w tanU*),
-1t-+f t, (? on
whe re V
p ~ ( fVL ) p,
D -PVJ -+( d~&"* )f'
is the velocity scale and L can be any length scaJ e,
the governing equations become
~ .
'i
12
z*
~ui;--u
trli/J/ir(r
.y*
z
l
x
. y
i
l
x'
c
CNilìÎ~~y,
z'
Figure 2.1. The wedge in the dimHIGii)n2~-'" nondimensionalized
and the transformed ';.:c,j,....,
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ut - v = - Px'
vt + u = - Py'
0 = - Pz
- P , ( ': . A \
U + v + w = 0,
x y z
It - S2w = 0,
with the boundary cond i tions
w = 0 at z = 0,
and (? i:,
w = -v at z = -y,
bot tom slope tan 9' * has been scaled to un i ty, anc' its maan;-
I
i
I
i
i
i
I
I
I
where S e (N/f) tan9'* is the Burger number. Notice that the
tude incorporated with the stratification into a single parame-
ter S.
Solutions of the form
p ~ p(y, z lei (kx-¿t) r/.t:\
exist provided p satisfies the reduced equation
2 f -d'~
Pyy - k P + ~~ Pzz = 0,
with the boundary conditions
P.7) I, .
= 0Pz
Pz =
at z = 0, (?8'
..Z IG
, - 6:¿ (p y + d' p) at z = -yo (¿.Q\
Since an infinite wedge has no intrinsic Jength scales, the
only relevant parameters are the nonèimensionaJ wave fre-
quency6 and the Burger number S. Hence, stratifi~ation anr
bottom slope play the same dynamical role anò the analv~ i s is
greatly simplified.
;:"
J4.
By mapping this wedge of unit slope into a wefae of slope
tan ~ through the transformations (Fig. 2.1)
x' = .~ x,
,,'/leN 2
y' = K/ (y - z tan to ), "'. i ("
z' = JC:Jl, (y + z) ,
where
k' = 6"/ sind), P.ll)
and ßtan fA = J (').l?'1- 6',. ,
the equations (2.7) through (2.a) can be further re~uce~ to,
p , , + p , , _ k' 2p = 0, (') i..y y z z.
(').lA'
Pn = 0 at z i = - y' tana) ,
Pz' = p at z' = (' ,
where the subscr ipt n represents the normal Clerivative.
p.ii:,
~r.e i:e
equations are identical in form to the equations satisfieè bv
the velocity poténtial of an inviscid, irrotational surface
gravity wave in a homogeneous fluid (e.g., Stoker, ia5~), with
the roles of the surface anò bottom boundaries interchange~.
The solutions by Peters (1952) and Ursell (1952) for the pro-
gressive and trapped waves are therefore applicahle.
In Fig. 2.1, the x', y', and z' -axis are drawn for the case
k/k' ~ O. The case k/k''' 0 is excludeCl for the bott.om-trëlppe¿i
waves since it is clear from (2.15) that z' must be negative in
the wedge for these waves. Since k/k' ~ 0 implies a. positive
¿/k, these waves have their wave crests propagating to the
left facing the apex.
15.
Since in the far Jfielcl, the solution is approximately qiven
by
Z iP = p( y' ) e
where p satisfies
- + (1 - k i 2 )-p = 0,Pyl y'
these waves can propaga te in y i only when
¡kit ii 1,
which can be shown, from (2.ll) and (2.l2), to be equivalent to
l¿1 ~ S. (?J~'
Since the buoyancy force is the only restoring mechanism in the
far field, this is similar to the short wave cut-off frequency
Rhines (1970) found for the bottom-trapped edge waves in an
infinitely deep oCean. This cut-off frequency ~ivides the
(S,¿) space into two regions (Fig. 2.2): one region in which
waves are progressive in yl and the frequency takes on conti-
nuous values, and the other region in which waves are trappeè
in y' and the frequency is allowed to have only discrete
values. . Solutions for both regions will be presented but wi th
more emphasis on the progressive waves as they can propaoate
into the shallower water from the deep ocean and hence are more
pertinent to our study of the dynamical coupJ i ng of the motions
across conti nental margi ns.
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2.2 Continuous Spectrum
The problem of progress i ve surface gravi ty waves 1mpi ngi na
on a uniformly sloping beach at an arbitrary incidence ~n9le
has been solved by Peters (l952). Since we have shown that hi s
problem is mathema t ically iden tical to the probJ em we a re ~on-
sidering here, his solutions are directly applicable. The two
independent standing wave solutions (correspon0ing to s = , an0
2 in the follow i ng express ions) are given by some contour i nte-
grations on the complex 5 -plane,
~&,
fR
~ f (~1i) ?(~ 1.) Plr(fK'¡ ~~f/K) J Ki
(l + l,~ ~ t k f' .(',,)
(2.17)
,
where
d(iF~=PJr1--ll::¡z&(V;" irt~)Ùj "'.1P'
is defined in the sector -7(/2 - 2~ ~ arg j: ~?C/') + ?(l ~"JieTe
it is analytic,
(" :: = 1/:t ~;tr.l,1i~i1 == -l (i:t -lI- K:/~.1 (2.10)
-l = 7C / ll ~
and ri' r2 =r- -:r+ are the contours shown in Fig. ?'l.
Since Peters has shown that these two solutions are sinu-
soidal in y' and 1(/2 radians out of phase with each other far
away from the apex, they can be combine~, with appropriate time
and amplitude factors, to yield progressive waves in the far
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field. At the apex,;ti remains regular but~2 hecomes
logarithmically singular. The physical basis for this looari-
thmic singularity has been discussed briefly by Stoker (lOS7).
Bas ically, if no re flec tion occurs at the apex, al J the i ncom-
ing energy has to be absorbed there, producing a singular
point. This is also where linear wave dynamics hreakR èown.
If, however, total reflection is assumed, then;ti would "'e
the solution for motions that are well-hehaved at the ñpex. Tn
a realistic application, the incoming waves are of course
ne i ther totally absorbed nor totally re flec ted at t~e apex,
both solutions might be required for a complete description.
There will be more discussion on this pertaining to the parti-
cular problem we are considering in the next chapter. Here, we
shall only present the propagating wave solution si nce the
behavior of the stand ing waves away from the apex can he fa i rl v
easily inferred from it, and also the phase properties can be
more easily visualized.
To help understand the full solution (2.17), we will pre-
sent next the asymptotic solutions for both the far field ?nè
the small S.
20.
2.2.1 Asymptotic Solution in the Far Flel~
In the far field, where the wave amplitude is negligihle
near the upper surface, the approximate solution of ('.1.1'
through (2.15) is given by,
z'+i íi_k,2 y'p=e ... '? 20 ,
Transforming back to the (y,z) coordinates accor~ing to ('.10),
we g: t = e _ ICf!W rrr jff '¡,J /. ~ ¡C:;¡Q fj- A-gwø )
(').')1)
This is a bottom-intensified wave that has amp) itute contours
parallel with the sloping bottom (i.e., y + z = constant'. Tñe
phase lines are tilted from the vertical axis and have cl slope
I = l/tan2l(
= (-çZ
- ~ß ,
the arctangent of which is plotted in Fig. 2.4. In the fimen-
(? ??)
s ional space, th is slope is given by
..
1* = rtan e*
= l~ lr
/I~ (p elf .
Therefore, the phase lines are more vertical
(?''''
for sma11 er ¿, N
or 8*. To get a rough idea of the magnituòe of th5s slope in a
-1 -1typical oceanic case, let's assume that N = lO sec
-4 -1) -2.f = 10 sec , and ó ~ f, then l-* = 10 ¡tan (!*. When
the bottom slope varies from about 10-3 on the continental
-2rise to about 5 x 10 on the cont i nenta1 slope, the t i J.ti ng
of the phase lines for short waves then var ies from about SO
from the vertical over the rise to about J1° from the hori-
zontal plane over the slope.
~
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A crude measure of the intensity of the bottom trappinq can
be given by the "penetration depth", defined as
ti;l = r ~ Irrir\,
'bDt ?
(??,! ,
which in the far field leads to,
where
l''l = ~YirlJ~..i~e*
k i .
== ~ ~'r -i . ~ tA*
- d~i"')'~
a= D. ~~*
,
D =- ¿G+;&~d~- ~
is some dimens~less quantity that is plotted in Fig. ".ll.
(from (/.?))
( from (?:.'"
( from (2. i ') a nf' (? 1 ? , ,
(2.2i:)
wi th fixed bottom slope and longshore wave length, the mot ions
are generally more bottom trapped for smaller¿oT 1araer S.
This is because both lowering 6 and increasing S tend to
increase the amplitude of the density fluctuations for a given
onshore velocity or pressure amplitude along the bottom which,
through the hydrostatic balance, imp) ies a stronger bottom
trapping.
Since in the far field, the frequency can onJ y depend on
the direction of the wave number vector but not the magni tuèe
of it, the group velocity must be perpendicular to the phase
¿1.
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velocity. Given the fact that these waves can only propaaate
to the left facing the apex as was shown earlier, the wave
crests associated wi th the incident waves must propagate
offshore.
Let ~ be the projection on the horizontal plane, of the
angle the wave number vector~makes with the shoreline (Fio.
2.6), then the dispersion relation can be easi ly derived from
(2.21),
4' =~-1 r k tlW ~ f -l IC'- JJt/ .
- ~1r tl~ is%. (_t!él J P. ?~,
~
. I+~-d'~ ,
which is plotted in Fig. 2.7.
It is seen that the wave number vectors are more pardlJel
to the i sobaths for larger d or smalle r S. Th is i s expecte~,
since the fluid particles traverse the isobaths at a more
normal angle for these waves, they are hence subiecte0 to a
greater restoring force for a given S, and fluctuate more
rapidly; or equ i valently, with frequency fixed, S nas to he
smaller for these fluid particles to be subjected to the same
restoring force.
Some of the properties of the current ell ipse will be
dei ived next where all the superscr ipts " , " refer to vaT i a-
bles in the transformed coordinate system. Since w' vanisnes
at z' = 0, and the solution is exponentially decaying
. ,in -z ,
w' vanishes everywhere in the far field so that for a propagat-
~
ing wave with a wave number vector k',
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~..
k'.v' = 0 P.')'7'
by mass conservation. Therefore, the particle motion is recti-
linear and normal to the wave number vector. For incoming
waves which must have wave number vector pointing into the
first quadrant, the particle motion then lies in the secon~ and
fourth quadrant as shown in Fig. 2.6. This implies a negative
-
Reynolds stress (i.e., u'v'~O) or an onshore flux of westwar~
(+x) momentum.
The following results can also be derived,
li == wI ¿i.- ,..--I i.1 m . "' c.
Ie."
= 1f-W'z' ßøw
_ d'if
- V 1-~/S)4
== -m (i ,
( from (? 1 0' 0 r Fi a. ,. 1 ,
(from (2.'7) and (??O')
( from (?. 111 a nc' ('). 1 ? , ,
(?.2Fn
where
-1 ./
(f = sin (6/S) (2. ?Q )
gives the orientation of the particle motion in the hori zontal
plane measured clockwise from the positive x-axis, as shown in
Fig. 2.6. The functional relations between Ivl/ LUL ' cE, anr
6' /s are plotted in Fig. 2.8. Again, the fluiè motion is more
perpendicular to the isobaths as the frequency approaches the
short wave cut-off. The value of 6/S, above which the motion
is more normal than tangential to the isobaths i~ given hv
sin1t/4, or 0.7!.
Since wand v are l800 out of phase along the bottom,
they remain so everywhere in the far field because they are
both exponentially decaying away from the bottom. Given the
28
~
"0
29.
fact that w is always in quadrature with~, the cross-we~ge
density flux Vvanishes in the far field.
In Appendix C, assuming a small linear friction in the
interior region, we have derived expressions for the mean flow
induced by these waves. It is found that to a first approxima-
tion the mean flow can be calculated as if these waves were
inviscid. Since the mean cross-wedge flo~ is founr to follow
the contours of the density flux ~ (see (e.s' in Appenrix C",
they must also vanish in the far field. The longshore mean
flow is found to be given by (see (C.6) in Appendix C),
f ( -. +. + k--)U = - lU. v lU .. W . VÑ .Õ Y z
Since the incoming waves have their phase propagating outwar~
, I
and downward, all the three terms on the right hand side of
th is equati on are pos it ive and hence a pos it ive i ongshore mean
flow i: is induced. By plugging the solution (2.21.) into thi s
equation, we derive that
-
u' -i
== -l I u ~
_ 1
- .2¿fJ - (lS/,.;-.J ,
is plotted in Fig. 2.9.
('.'0' .~."B
.1\
w h ic h Not ice that for a gj ven S.: i ,
and with lulo and k fixed, ü approaches infinity when the fre-
quency approaches zero or the short wave cut-off.
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2.2.2 Asymptotic Solution for Small ~
Using the saddle point method, Friedrichs (lQ4Rl ohtainer a
very accurate asymptotic representation for the s01uti.on of a
surface gravity wave impinging on a gently sloping beach at
normal incidence. By a straightforwarò extension of his
method, a similar expression can be obtaineò for our solution
(2.17) when S approaches zero for an arbi trary i nci rence
angle. Readers are referred to Appen0ix B for the ñerjvation i"i
of the following results.
Let RA and RA denote the ratio of the cross-wedge wave-
length and pressure amplitude to thei r asymptotic val ues in the
far field. It is shown in Appendix R that
~ =
/111 ( - K',iB , "
Ú_K,z)':4 Q.-vJl:: +lt+JJ-t~ ;-z ~ C,)
(?11'
RA = (?~?)
~
where ri' r2 are given by (2.19),
j (~) = (- ~ - ¿) . :t k~;r) . -4
"i L/ .?fl
= *f.~1ì+ 'Ó-'Jf.J+l ~-f,. ~
+ i ~~. el - :¡¿, f¡v ,
2A=1+rir2;: ,
B = 1 - r 1 r 2í\ 2,
and ~ is related to the spatial coordinate y' by the equation
(?.11'
Sy '/' l, y'
"= -f~-t-T.
since l,IVS in this asymptotic limi t.
r?::4'
32.
- We plot in Fig. 2.10 and Fig. 2.11 the contours of const8nt
R" and RA as a function of k' and tE =u)k'y'. For this asymp-
totic case we are considering, k'Nct/S, and E:""(Sk)y is the
distance from the apex multiplied by some constant factor.
Figure 2.10 shows that the cross-wedge wavelength ~ecreases
as the wave approaches the apex. This refraction phenomenon is
due primarily to the increased effect of vortex stretching as
the water depth decreases. Since the lower frequency waves
have their amplitude more confined to the bottom, they ~on't
feel as much the presence of the upper surface until relativelv
closer to the apex.
As a consistency check for the dispersion relation, let's
observe that in the far field (Sy' ~.. l), (2.14) impJies
that Ã/'l/ri. From (B.l7) in Appendix B, the cross-wedge
wavenumber l' is
l =B//t
""Ji - k,2 ,
(?"'C;)
(?1f:)
which agrees with the solution (2.20). Therefore, the disper-
sion relation in the far field agrees with (2.26), which in the
limit S ~~ 1, simplifies to
cf = tan -;;&)~ 1 = cos -J~). (2.~7'
This is the same result Rhines (1970) obtained for the short
wavelength quasi-geostrophic motions over a gentJv sloping
bottom. This agreement is expected since the short wavelength
assumpt ion appl ies in the far field and the quas i-geostroph i c
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assumption holds be tter when the bottom slope i s ~mall.
In the near field, where the motion becomes more harotro-
pic, we expect the local dispersion relation to be given bv
that of the fami 1 i ar barotropic topograph ic waves. Th is is
indeed the case, as will be shown next. In the near fielrl
where Sy' c:~ l, (2.34) implies that,
Sy'l" í(2 ~c: l, (2. ~?'
which implies from (2.35) that
lA"l/~. (2. ~Q'
These two relations ((2.38) and (2~39)) can be combined to give
Sy' I" 1 / l' 2 ,
or, since y'rv (k / k') y, l'""(k' / k) 1 from P.lO),
Sk'~ k / (1 2y) ,
or, since k'l" ¿ / S from (2.1l) and (2.12),
6"' k / (12y).
Therefore, in the dimensional units,
-¥ /G6/\ --ž
~ .
(2..1(')
This is the dispersion relation for the barotropic topographic
Rossby waves when 1 ~~ k, which holds in the near fiel~. ~he
refraction phenomenon follows clearly from (2.40), which, in
addition, shows that 1""h-l/2 in the near field, Le., the
wavelength decreases as a square root of the J ocal depth.
The most striking feature in Fig. 2.11 is the presence of
an amplitude minimum shown by the thick broken Ii nes. This is
36.
also commonly noticed in the theory of surface gravi tv waves.
The following illustration is an attempt to help understanò
this result.
Consider thew field propagating toward the apex from infi-
n i ty. As it begi ns to encounter the upper sur face, the wave
field must be modified in order to satisfy the boundary condi-
tion that w vanishes there. To a first approximation, this
modified wave field can be regarded in its initial stage as a
superposition of the original wave and its image wave that is
symmetrical across the y-axis but with a ~ radians phase
difference, as shown in Fig. 2.12, where the phase linep ?re
represented by the th i n broken 1 i nes in the y- z p1 ane, anr t~e
amplitude is plotted along the x-axis with thick sol iò an~ hro-
ken lines representing the primary and image waves respective-
ly. For a small slope, the phase i i nes are approx imate' v per-
pendicular to the sur face, and conce ivably, the wave f iel~ of
the image wave along the line CD has the same sign as that
along the line AB (i.e., AC is shorter than a quarter of a ¡o. ~;
!
wavelength), this image wave would therefore tend to decrease
. the ampl i tude at the po i nt D. Bear in mi nd that th is is only
the initial effect as the wave first encounters the surface,
and the boundary condition along the bottom is still approxi-
mately satisfied. As we move closer to the apex, the addition
of a single image wave of course is not enough to satisfy all
the boundary cond i tions, and the above argument breaKS èown.
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Eventually, the wave ampl i tude has to i nc rease an0 he come s i n-
gular at the apex. From this presence of image waves, we can
also infer that, at the initial stage, the phase lines are
tilted toward the vertical axis near the surface. This surface
effect ón the pressu re field is expec ted to be smalle r, since
p ~~'dZ' (constant) which involves an integration over a
region that is dominated by the primary wave. This fact nas an
important bearing on the direction of the heat fl.ux as we shall
see in the next section. Also, because of the same reason we
gave earlier pertaining to Fig. 2.l0, the amplitude minimum is
expected to be less pronounced and occurs cJoser to the apex
for the lower frequecy waves. The singular behavior begins to
emerge no more than ~~o.i from the apex, which corresponrs to
a dimensional distance y* no more than 0.1 / (kS).
"
1
f
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2.2.3 The General Solution
The solution (2.17) can be simplified considerably when the
transformed slope angle tV equals 7' /2n where n is an integer. '-
Readers are referred to Appendix A for this reduction of the
solution which simplifies the numerical evaluation. Calcula-
tions have been done for cases shown as solid dots 
in Fig.
2.2. The wave properties predicted in Section 2.2.1 for the
far field check very well with these calculations. Further- , .I
more, the general behavior predicted in Section 2.?2 for the
asymptotic case of small S also applies even when S equals
0.57. The qualitative behavior of these waves are therefore
fairly predictable over the whole range S ~O(L) and it is
sufficient to present only the soluti on for the case n = ~ an~
k' = .3 with k set to 21( or equivalently S = .57 and ¿ = .ic;.
The pressure field is plotted in Fig. 2.11a, where the
sol id and broken 1 i nes represent the ampl i tude anò phase con-
,
, .
tours respectively. The amplitude has been normalized to unity
in the far field along the bottom. A similar normalization l
I
procedure will be used for the calculations of the veloc it ies,
kinetic energy, and the longshore mean flow. In t~e far field,
consistent with the asymptotic solutions, these waves are
bottom intens i f ied, with ampl i tude contours parall~l to the
bottom, and phase li nes t il ted f rom the ve r tical ax i ~ by an
angle predictable from Fig. 2.4. The rigid surface requi res
that both amplitude and phase contours intersect the surface at
40
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right angles. This leads to the more barotropic appearan~~ of
the wave amplitude and the more vertical phase lines as the
apex is approached. The refraction phenomenon is clearly shown
by th~ shortening of the spacings between phase 1 ines. Along
the bottom, the amplitud:e first encounters a minimum hefore ; t
becom~s singular near the apex. This minimum has a value of
.9l and occurs at y~.075,which agrees almost exactJy with
the values one obtains from Fig. 2.11. In fa~t, the agreement
also holds for the other cases and hence the general benav; or
pred icted for small S also holds for S rv O( 1).
The veloc i ties, k i net ic energy, and some other wave proper-
ties are plotted in Figs. 2.13b-g. Some simple derivations
assuming quasi-geostrophy can help explain the qual; tative
behavior of these fields. Let
. 1
p"" 'pl' e1 Y,
then apart from some real and positive co~st~nt, quasi-geostro-
¡ .
,
,
,
phy implies
v l" ip rv ip/. e i ( ly+7r/2) ,
I
I.
(7.41'
U 'V -py,,jIPi~+12 'p) 2 . . ., ,plPle1 (ly+tan-J~)lj7 .
'vI therefore \u'Hles
(2.4?)
As the apex is approached, very mucl'1 1 i ke
,~ while i~ increases more rapidly ~uc to the combined effect
of bottom intensification and refraction, !'11 i.s ~i.s-
,'min ~'-
placed offshore from JpJ mi n and the major ~x i s of the curren t
ellipse aligns more closely with the s f2' i ne as the ap~x f s
,
:t. ;;,.
52.
approached. Since -1C/2 cC tan-f ~~ ~ 0, u leàds v by l".~s
than 1800, which upsets the rectilinear motions in the far
field and induces a countercJockw i se polar i zat ion to the
current ellipse. As the kinetic energy is quadratic in veloci-
ty, its minimum is more pronounced and occurs somewhere
be tween lul mi nand lvl min. Also, as ment ioned ; n the las t
section, the phase lines of w indeed are generally more verti-
cal than that of the othe r var i ables.
The Reynolds stress üV and the offshore density flux "J are
plotted in Fig. 2.13h and 2.13i, in which lu\ has been set to
unity in the far field along the bottom. The Reynolds stress
üV is always negative, and increases in magnitude toward the
apex even though the current ellipse becomes Jess rectilinear
and more parallel with the shoreline. The vertically integra-
ted üV however has to remain constant in an inviscid model,
otherwise it would accelerate indefinitely a longshore mean
flow.
The imposed kinematic boundary cond i tions requi re that ~
vanishes along the boundaries and in the far field. In t~e
interior region, "f is seen to be positive. This can he ex-
plained by the following der ivations. Assume that apart from
some real and positive constant,
i6'wv
W'V v e (?4'))
then, we see from Fig. 2.16b and 2.16c that the phase angle
. ~ --- - -- -
;
53.
6 satisfies the conditioni7wv
- 7t.: fYV.c - '1 / z
j j nee
ì our
in the interior region and therefore
1f := ~ '1 -è tA
.J
I7here
;e of
= - sin(~ ). (some real and positive constant)
wv
must be positive.
P..14'
~ intu
~to!~ 1 n
Since from (C. 5) of Appendix C, the cross-wedge mean flow i y, z)
follows the y contours, tt is plot.ted in this same figure with
its direction indicated by the arrows. Physically, the
I.., . .v.'";;
hor i zontal divergence (convergence) of the heat fl ux on the
offshore (onshore) side of its maximum induces a mean sinkinq it ioni
,
(rising) motion in the equilibrium statef which forms, through
the mass conservation, the clockwise gyre observed. ~he core
;n the
of the cell is located approximately above
Iv I . w h i chi smin iti.on
slightly displaced offshore from ,pl min.
The longshore mean flow u can be caJ cuJ3ted from (C. t:) of
I, the
,
,
:de nu
Appendix C, and is plotted in Fig. 2.13j. Consistent with the
'eel () f
prediction made for the far field, it is always positive anè ittom
bottom intensified. Since the divergence of the Reynolds ~tress
FY = - d ~ - ;; vwY z
is small compared to ü, as shown in Fig. 2.1~k, üi is approxima-
d froi
~ItJ.".,
tely geostrophically balanced (see (C.7) in Appendix C). ~lven
that Ui~O, the mean thermal wind relation implies a denser
z
~ti.-:
wa ter near the apex.
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Since A Il c: A P ~ A't , the nodes of u occur farther off-mn mn mn
shore, while those of v occur closer inshore, than tne corres-
pond ing ones of p. The fi rst node of v occurs right at the
apex due to the impenetrable boundary. As an example, p, u,
and v are plotted in Fig. 2. l4a-c for n = land W = 0.5 We. (or
S = 0.249), where p and u have been normal i zed to un i ty at tne
apex for the pressure and velocity plots respectively. Thev
confirm the above analysis.
To study the dependence of these modal structureS on lÙ , we
plot in Fig. 2.15, all the A values for the mode n = ,.mn
As Ù) or equivalently S increases, we see that all the A'smn
decrease in magnitude. Since the y-decay rate is also retu~ed,
we infer that the modal structure broadens in y with nodes he-
ing pushed offshore. This is clearly shown in Fig. ?1~ where
the nodal pos i t ions are plotted. Th i s ef fect would be the
strongest for u which also becomes Jess depth 0epen~ent tnan
the other variables. In the limi tw~ We, p and v are no
longer coastally trapped, and the second nooe of u i s pusne~ to
,,infinity since A22~ O. These trapped solutions look similar
to some of the patterns shown by Wang (J9761 since they repre-
sent a special case of Wang's numerical solutions.
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2.4 summary
We have presented in this chapter an analytical model of
topographic Rossby waves propagating in an infinite we~ge
filled with a uniformly stratified fluid. The problem is found
after some coordinate transformations to be i~entical to the
correspond ing surface gravi ty wave problem in a homoqeneous
fluid, but with the roles of the surface anò bottom bounraries
i nte rchanged. Analyt ical solutions are thus ava i lahl e for hoth
progress ive and trapped waves, formi ng cont j nuous and d i screte
spectra in frequency space. The separation occurs at a nonài-
mensional frequency ¿= S, defined as (N/f) tan9' *, where N anr
f are the Brunt-Väisåiä and inertial frequencies and tan e' * is
the bottom slope. Since an infinite wedge has no intrinsic
length scales, the only relevant nond imens ionaJ parameters are
the frequency 6 and the Burger number S. Therefore, stratifi-
cation and bottom slope play the same dynamical rol e and the
analysis is greatly simpli fied.
Asymptotic solutions of progressive waves have been obtai n-
ed for both the far field and the small S, which enable us to
examine the parameter dependence of some of the basic wave pro-
perties in the far field and the evolution of the wave amp' i-
tude and phase as they approach the apex when S is small. In
the far field, these topographic Rossby waves are bottom trapp-
ed with ampli tude contours parallel with the bottom and phase
lines tilted from the vertical by an angle that increases for
'-
~ .
6:i .
larger S and~. The bottom trapping is stronqer for larqer S
or smaller6. Since the frequency deperiès only on the c:irec-
tion of the wave number vector, the group velocity is perpend4-
cular to the phase veloci ty. For waves Generateè from some
of fs hore source, the wave c res ts then propaga te offshore. ~ne
angle between the wave crests and the coast is smaller for
smaller S and larger'. The particle motion is rectiJ inear anr
straddles the shoreline with the wave number vector. The o~r-
ticle motion becomes more perpend icular to the i sobatps when
the frequency increases and is more normal than tangenti a1 to
the isobaths when ~ ~. 71 S. The heat flux as well as the
cross-wedge mean flow vanishes in the far field. The i nduce~
longshore mean flow is approximately geostrophic an~ points to
the left facing the apex. The greatest contribution to it
comes from these waves with frequencies that are e4ther very
low or near S. The asymptotic solution for small S shows that
the waves arere f rac ted as they approach thÐ apex, the c ross-
wedge wavelength decreasing as a square root of tne local ~epth
near the apex. The wave ampl i tude undergoes a mi n 1mum before
it becomes logar i thmically singular near the apex. Since the
lower frequency waves are more isolated from the sur face, the
~bove phenomena are less pronounced unti 1 relativel y closer to
the apex.
The general solution for finite S is presented for the case
S = .5 and ¿= .15. The location of: thü ,3mpli.tude minimum and
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its magnitude agree almost exactly with the predictions of the
asymptotic case S...o 1. Therefore the general behavior of the
solution is fairly predictable over the whole range S:! O( 1',
and it is sufficient to discuss only the solution of this
single case. I t is seen that, as these waves approach the
apex, the amplitudes of the horizontal velocities and the pres-
sure become more barotropic and the phase 1 i nes hecome more
vertical. The amplitude of the longshore velocity increases
more rapidly than the onshore veloci ty and the current ell ipse
develops a counterclockw i se polar i zat ion wi th its major ax is
aligned more closely with the isobaths. The Reynolds stress üV
increases in magnitude and an onshore heat flux is generateè in
the interior. A mean clockwise gyre is induced across the
transect and a bottom-intensified, geostrophical1v balance~
longshore mean flow is iriduced which points in the +x direction.
The eigenfrequencies of the discrete modes decrease wi th
decreasing S and reduce to the short wave limit of Reid's
second class, barotropic edge waves when S approaches 7e roo
The basic modal structure broadens as S increases to some cri-
tical value where it ceases to be coastally trapped. No
coastally-trapped modes exist at frequencies above this cri.ti-
cal 1 imi t.
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3. A Numer ical Model of Free Topographic Rossby Waves Near
Continental Margins
3.1 The Model
A wedge extending to infinity in the offshore ~irection is,
of course, an over-simplified geometry to model the continental
margin. The numerical model presented here enables us to in-
corporate a more realistic topography which has rapi~ slope
changes, especially over the slope-rise and shelf-slope iunc-
tions. To simplify the interpretations anò for easier compari-
sons with other existing models, the stratification is assume~
uniform and the topography shown in Fig. ':.I is assumeèl to be
comprised of three sections of exponentially varying bottom,
corresponding roughly to the continental rise, slope and
shelf. These restrictions can be easily relaxed in the model.
A new coordinate system is used in this chapter wlth the x and
y-axis pointing in the opposite directions from that use~ pre-
viously.
The equations we are solving are similar to (2.~) ~('.~'
except all the II tan tr *" in the scal i ng rule (?::q are replace~
by H/L, and the boundary condition (2.9) is applied at the
variable bottom z = -hey). The model is similar to that of
Wang (l975,1976) which maps the domain of the variable bottom
into a rectangle and then solves the transformed equati on~ in a
finite-differenced form. Readers are referred to Wang (107S)
for the details of the model. The difference of our moteJ , i es
!-..
xN
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in the boundary conditions applied at th~ hottom and horizontal
boundar ies.
The bottom boundary condition we used is,
.. l/~(- h ). v + Z E (v x - Uy) 8. t z :=y - - h(y), D.l)w =
where an Ekman suction velocity has been introduce~ to simulate
the effect of friction. This is a simplification of Pedlosky's
(1974) formula when bottom slope is small. In terms of p,
(3. i) becomes
2jZ ~ ~# Jc"\ .; ~ floe .
li=--¡ 7'7- ~r) - .;cfQ-s~Y£ ~r at z = - hey).
At the hor i zontal boundar ies, we õecompose the mot ions ; nto
Rhines' (l970) quasi-geostrophic modes
p = Æ:: r¡el;::~l'.c,#/~
'in the followinq wav,
at .v = 0, ( ':. ? ,
and
p = £ 1ië t:/G/a) ßt4?~:S'?:= 1 n;
where N is the number of gr id
at y :: 1, D. ':'
points in the vertical, which is
incident, reflected, and transmitted wave amplitudes of the n~
.~
l
l
also the number of modes we can resolve. ;~, ~, Tn are the
./J_.'
mode, and l~, mK, ~, m~ can be either real or imaginary, an0
are determined by external parameters and local bottom slope
through Rhines' solutions. In the mod€l~ If( are specified, an0
Rf( and Tn are unknowns. From thi s assumed form of sol ution at
the boundar ies, we can fur the r impose the boundary cond it i one
that
)' - if (&J§r-Æl~?dIi£ fit.Y.- 0, (':.d)
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and
py c: ~ (l1t) Tn ~ 7I~:S
to counter-balance the add i tional
at y = :i, (1.5'
degrees of freedom intro~uce~
by the unknowns R~ and ~.
.. -. -i -i
By defining I, R, and T as column
vectors composed of elements of I~, ~ and T~, the above houn-
dary conditions can be written in a matrix form, and can he fit
into the general numerical scheme in a straightforwarèl way.
with incoming waves specified at some offshore location on
the continental rise, we can then study the evolution Of the
wave fields as they approach the coast.
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3.2 The Numerical Solution
For a given topography, the independent nondimensional
parameters are frequency ¿, lòngshore wavenumber k, BUHier
number S, defined here as NH/fL, and the Ekman layer depth
El/2. As a practical approach, we will first present the
inviscid solution for what we think is a typical oceanic case.
The solution will be discussed at some length to provide some i.
I
ins i ght into the underlyi ng processes. Th i s wi l' then be
followed by some discussion of parameter depenõence and fric-
tional effect.
I
I .
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3.2. 1 An Example
For a typical oceanic case, let's choose the va) ues of the
dimensionless parameters (6, k, S, EJ./2) = (.1, .R, i.,
o. ) . -4 -1with H = 2.7 km, L = 45 km, and f = .94 x JO sec,
they correspond to the following dimensionëll values:
wave period l" 7.74 days,
longshore wavelength ~ 353.25 km,
Brunt-Vaisala period ~ l.13 hrs,
kinematic viscosi ty rv o.
2 -1cm sec
The nondimensionalized depth hey) on the continental rise,
1 d h 1 f . b - . 203 Y h ( ) ) - 2. 125 (v-l )s ope, an s e are given y e ". e ,
and h(2) e-.203(y-2) respectively.
The pressure field for this case is shown in Fig. ~.2a,
where the solid and dashed lines represent the contours of
constant amplitude and phase respectively. The amplitude of
the incoming wave has been set equal to J at the bottom at
y = O. This normalization procedure is also useè for the
velocity plots shown later. The reflection coeffic;ents for
this particular example are Ri = .72, R2 = .08, R1 = .01
and are negligible for higher modes. This reflection gives a
standing mode appearance to the wave field over the conti nentël'
rise and slope which shows up in the undulation of the ampl i-
tude contours and the accompanying rapid phase change across
the nodes. It is worthwhile to point out that a combination of
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the tilting of the phase lines and the presence of the ~tan~ina
mode can cause an apparent sur face trappi ng 0 f the wave ampl i-
tude. Away from the slope-rise junction, the basic hori70ntal
and ver tical scales as well as the i r spat i al evol ut ion can he
understood from the earlier analysis of the solution in a
wedge. For example, as the wave propagates into the slope
region where the bottom slope is greater, the bottom trappi ng
is intensified, accompanied by the reduceè horizontal scales.
As it approaches the shelf break, where the effect of the rigi0
surface dominates, the motion becomes more barotropic an0 the
phase lines become more vertical. As the wave enters the ~hel f
reg ion, the wavelength increases aga in and the mot ion is vi r-
tually uniform throughout the water column. There are, how-
ever, some new features assoc i ated wi th th i s numer icat sol u-
tion. Fi rst of all, we notice that the stand j ng mo~e component
of the pressure field has an anti-node located at the shel f
break. This is a trivial result caused hy the assumption that
the waves are allowed to propagate freel.y through the inshore
boundary at y = 3. The justification for this assumption 1 ~es
partly on the vanishing depth at the coast which serves as an
efficient energy sink by either refracting the ray paths
(Smith, 1971: Rhines, 1971) or increasing the frictional damp-
ing there. The existence of an anti-node in the pressure fiel~
at the shelf break also impl ies a sharp drop in the kine tic
energy level across the shelf break ~s will be seen later.
---.--- -
, .
'i
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Another striking feature in Fig. ~.2a is the formation of an
amphidromic point over the slope-rise junction, in~icating that
some locally trapped baroclinic motions are generate0 there.
Suarez (l97l) has discussed the excitation of these baro-
clinic modes over a small slope discontinuity. He shows that
these "fr inge" modes are necessary to match the bottom- f ntens i-
fied waves across the slope discontinuity. Since his anaJvsis
is valid only when the bottom slope is small and hence the
solution is separable in the horizontal and vertical direc-
tions, we will use it to study the effect of baroclinic fringe
modes on the phase propagation of the bottom-intensified waves
over the continental rise. Let's assume that over the conti-
nental rise the bottom slope is small and the solutj on can be
approximated by a superposition of an incoming hottom-intensi-
fied wave and a first baroclinic mode that decays away from the
slope-rise junction,
- i ly 1 ' yp'V I e cosh(mz) + C e . cos(?(z) ~ f1. ~,
where the or igin of y has been moved to the slope-r i se j unct ion t
I
for convenience; 1, m, l' are postive quantities, and I is
assumed real and positive without loss of generality. To match
thebottom-intensified component of p across the slope-rise
junction, C must be real and negative. The phase of p is qiven
by
9rl' ~il - .z.çf~ l! mL
:z Cff? ~ ?I:i -l C. e .ey Od7f:1
-J '1.7\
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wh ich, in the absence of the barocJ in ic mo~e, is s imp1v a
linear function of y, shown by the straight 1 ine in Fig. ~.~.
But with C.c 0, it's deflected from the straight Jine in oppo-
site directions depending on whether we are above or below the
mid-depth. This apparent upward propagation wi 11 rotate the
phase lines counterclockwise, pivot them against the mid-òepth
point. The effect may be negligible near the bottom where the
bottom-intensified mode is dominant. While the numerical solu-
tions are more complicated, there is some indication in Fiq.
3.2a that this basic effect is operating.
The velocity fields are plotted in Fig. 1.?b-d. It is seen
tha t lvl and ev are very s imi lar to that of p wh i Ie the con-
tours of lul are shifted a quarter of a wavelength from that
of Ipl, and hence has a node at the shelf break, as is expecter.
for quasi-geostrophic motions. There are, however, some moèi-
fications caused by various factors, the detailed analysis of
wh ich are both d i ff icult and 0 f no prac tical impor tance as
these patterns depend very much on the external parameters.
Ins tead, we will try to deduce next some mo re gene raJ resul ts
that might be useful for data interpretation.
First, we notice that lul is generally much larger than (vI
over the slope, consistent with the analytical sol.ution in a
wedge. And since the kinetic energy is dominateò bv the long-
shore velocity, the kinetic energy contours shown in Fig. 1.?e
mimic the lul contours. Therefore the kinetic energy levp.' is
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much higher over the slope region ana arop rapi~lv across the
shelf break.
Similar expressions as (3.7) can be derived for the veloci-
ties by assuming quasi-geostrophy. It is trivial to show from
these express ions that the phase lines of u and ware t; 1 teè in
opposite directions from that of p and v. This is clearlv
shown in Fig. 3.2a-d.
The Reynolds stress üV is plotted in Fig. 1.2f, where \111
has been set equal to one at the bottom at y = n. The baRi c
structure is similar to that of a wave in a wedge shown in Fiq.
2.13e, except in the region near the slope-rise junction where
the baroclinic fringe waves become important. As these waves
tilt the phase lines of u and v in opposite directions, the
magnitude of the Reynolds stress is reduced, and in the extreme
case when the amphidromic point is formed in p, it changes siqn
altogether above the amphidromic point. The orientation of the
major axis of the current ellipse (measured counterclockwise
from the positive x-axi~) is plotted in Fig. ~.2g, inèicatjna
that the ellipse orientation shifts from the ii-iv quadrant
into the I-IIi quadrant above the amphidromic point, consistent
with the ReynoldS stress distribution.
Density flux-yis plotted in Fig. 1.2h with the same nor-
malization factor as that for ~ Again, over the slope re-
gion, it agrees with that of a wave in a wedge shown in Fig.
2.13i, but on the continental rise, it is of a different sign.
, .
,
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From our discussion earlier, we see that over the continental
rise the baroclinic fringe waves tend to shift the phase lines f
of v toward the coast above some mid-depth point, while that of
w in the opposite direction. This implies that the phase
difference between wand v or the f! in equation (2.41) J ies
wv
in the first two quadrants. Therefore, ~ is negative from
(2.44) and the heat flux is offshore. This is unlike over the
ct
continental slope, where the effect of the rigi8 surface ~om;-
nates and ~ lies in the third quadrant.
wv
Since the cross-shelf mean flow follows the heat fl ux con-
ec1
11 l
0'
tours as discussed earlier, it is plotted in this same figure
1 )
with its direction indicated by the arrows. Therefore, tne
mean cross-shelf circulation is comprised of two counter-rotat-
., l
ing gyres with a more concentrated downwelling occuring near
the slope-rise junction and a more diffused upwelling occuring
on both s ides of it.
~ ,
The longshore mean flow ü is plotted in Fig. 1.2i which has
been normalized to unity for the incoming wave along the hottom
t'
at y = O. Again, it agrees with that of a wave in a wedge
shown in Fig. 2.13j except the direction reverses loca11v above
the amphidromic point. This can be explained by the ~omjnation
of baroclinic fringe waves there. If we neglect the second_
term on the right in equation (C.6) near surface, then in the
ed
present coordinate system,
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smaller k and S generally have larger vertical and cross-she' f
scales, and vice verSa. Apart from thé complications which
arise in our model, this qualitative behavior generally still
holds. There are, however, some additional features associate~
with this change of scales. Rhines (19~9) has discussed the
analog of Ramsauer effect in his study of the reflection of
barotropic, topographic Rossby waves from a sloping step, which I.
I..
states, in essence, that if an integral number of hal f-wave-
length can be fit into the slope region, then it poses no obs-
tacle to the transmission of these waves, despi te the rapid
change of the medium. This effect is well displayed in Fiq. l~
of Kroll and Niiler (l976), where the energy flux transmission
coefficcient has peaks for certain values of k when the above
condition is satisfied. In Fig. 3.5, the stratified version of
this figure is plotted for 6'= .l where the open and solid cir-
cles represent the numer ical. calculations for S = .1 and 1.,
respectively, and the lines joining them are just freehand.
Besides changing the location of the peaks which can be rouanlv
estimated from Fig. 3.4, the increased stratification also re-
duces the height of the peak for the shorter waves. This is
because the increased vertical mis-match for the shorter waves
of the bottom-intensified mode across the slope-rise iunction
excites more vigorous baroclinic fringe waves and reduces the
transmission coefficient (Suarez, 1971). The maximum enerqy
~
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flux transmission coefficient obtainen by Kroll and Niiler in
their barotropic model is therefore an upper boun0, and can be
sign i ficantly reduced for short waves. The var ied strength 0 f
the baroclinic fringe waves would certainly affect some of the
wave properties discussed earlier. The effect is straiqht-
forwrd and need not be discussed here.
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3.2.3 Frictional Effect
Friction, of course, dissipates the waves, and reduces the
wave amplitude from that of the inviscid case. Rut since at a
given point, the amplitude of the reflected waves has suffered
more from this dissipation because of the additional distance
they have traveled, the propagating component actually increas-
es relative to the standing component. This woul.d increase the
magnitude of the heat and momentum flux, at least near the
source region until eventually the overall dissipative effects
overtake some distance farther up the slope. We olotin Fig.
3.6a-c, the pressure field p, the Reynolds stress -u an0 tlie
onshore density flux ;I when -: (kinematic viscosity coeffi-
cient in the bottom Ekman layer) equals 22 cm/sec-i Com-
paring with the inviscid solutions shown in Fig. ? 2a, f, an0
h, the greater propagating component in the pressure fie10 and
the accompanied greater values of üI,~ offshore are evi-
dent. It is also seen that the fr ict ion induces a pos it i ve
following derivation. Since we only need to know the relative
i
"~
l
:f
density flux along the bottom. This can be explained by the
phase between the various variables to determine the sign of
their correlations, the symbol """" used below implies that
"the phases on the two sid~s of this symbol are approx imate1y
equal" .
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Now that,
2
vx - Uy"-Pyy - k P
.. - pzz
( from (2. 7) )
~- p (assuming that the bottom-
intensified mode dominates near the bottom'
rv - iv, (assumi ng quas j -geostrophv'
(3.1) implies
w ,. (- hy - ~) v,
where fÁ is some real and positive constant. Hence, éf of
-l" wv
(2.43) lies in the third or fourth quadrant and jP ~0 from
(2.44).
-, - -- -:- .--
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3.3 Summary
Although still much simplified, this numerical model re-
tains the essential elements of stratification and finite slope
changes. Apart from the excitation of baroclinic fringe waves
near the slope-rise junction and the modification caused hy
friction, many of the results can be explained by the analyti-
cal theory of a wave in a wedge. This is espeçiallv true over
the slope region, where the modification causeò by these baro-
clinic fringe waves is minimal, because of their more locallv
confined influence and their dominance by the much more vigo-
rous bottom-intensified waves. Without unèue repetition, rea-
ders are referred to the last section of Chapter 2 for a proper
summary of the wave properties over the slope regi on in a fr i c-
tionless model.
The replacement of the apex of a wedge by a fi ni te shel f
where the waves are allowed to propagate freely through,
introduces at the shelf break a node in the longshore velocity
field which accounts for the rapid drop of kinetic energy
across the shelf break. The baroclinic fringe waves exci ted
near the slope-rise junction in the presence of finite slope
change can form an amphidromic point at some mid-depth and re-
verse the direction of phase propagation above it.
On the continental rise, the baroclinic fringe waves shift
the phase lines of u and w in opposite direction from that of p
and v, pulling the latter toward the coast above some miõ-depth
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point where their effect is the most pronounceè. ~hjs aene-
rates an 0 ffshore heat flux over the cont i nental rise anè re-
verses the cross-shelf mean flow predicted in an infinite
wedge. The longshore mean flow generally points to tne left
facing the shoreline, but its direction can be reverser where
the baroclinic fringe waves dominate.
Changing the values of the external parameters woult of
cou rse change the hor i zontal and ve rt ical sea les of the mot ion
which in turn change the intensity of the baroclinic fringe
waves generated and/or the reflection coefficients. The exci-
tation of the baroclinic fringe waves generally reèuces the
transmission coefficient, especially for shorter waves, ant
hence the maximum energy transmission coefficient obtaineè in
Kroll and Niiler's barotropic model is likely an upper boun~.
Fr iction, bes ides its overall d i ss ipa t i ve effect, can increase
the magni tude of the Reynolds stress üV and cross-shel f heat
flux near the source region by reducing the amplitufe of the
re flec ted waves. Fr ict ion also gene rates an 0 ffshore heat fl ux
near the bottom and hence modifies somewhat the cross-shelf
mean flow pattern in an inviscid model.
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4. Application of the Model
Observational work by Thompson (1977) and others has de-
monstrated that over the continental rise south of New Enql and
the low frequency motions below the thermocl ine can be è,escr i h-
ed by Ii near topographic Rossby wave dynamic~. Furthermore,
the observed phase propagation is consistent wi th the assump-
tion that these waves are generated offshore and radiate their
energy shoreward onto the coast. To study the ~ynamical impli-
cations of these waves as they approach the shelf, BeardSley,
Vermersch and Brown 10nducted an experiment in 1976 (called
NESS76) to obtain long-term, simultaneous measurements of
current, temperature, and bottom pressure across the New Eng-
land continental margin. The setup of the moored instruments
is shown in Fig. 4.1, ~hich~ according to their locations, will
henceforth be refer red to as shelf (NE2, 2W), sl ope (NR~, ~W' and
rise (NE4, 5) s tat ions, separated by the 200 and 2000 m i so-
baths. Except for the- loss of the moorings at NE1B and lE, the "
,
~
'Î
h!j
~:
loss of the rotor at 32 shortly after deployment, and a rotor
fouling at NE21 and 22 that cut short the data, the data last
about sik months. The detailed analysis of the data will be
presented elsewhere (Beardsley, Ou, and Brown, in preparation',
and only some relevant observations will be discussed here to
check their consistency with the model predictions.
Since the detailed spatial distribution of many of the wave
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properties predicted by the model depend on the longshore wave
numb~r, our inability to isolate the motions of òifferent long-
shore scales and the sparse spatial coverage across the tran-
sect seriously limit our ability for a more detailed compari-
son. Hence, only the two major predictions that are tne 1east
scale-dependent will be compared here wi th the data.
102.
4.1 Comparison with Observations
The kinetic energy and temperat~re spectra are shown in
Fig. 4.2 for all the available data. In the energy spectrum,
the energy levels for the three stations have been ~isplaced
one decade apart, and the light shading with a "-2" slope for
periods shorter than 14 days is plotted to assist vi sual compa-
r isons. As are typical of all oceanic observations, the spec-
trum is generally red for sub-inertial motions. The smaller
spec trum slope as we move toward shallower depths is presumabl v
caused by the increasing wind effect which tends to fill in tne
energy at the intermediate range. The break of the slope at
about 14 days for the instruments 42 and 51, which also shows
up clearly in the temperature spectrum, is consi stent wi th
Thompson's observations near Site D, and has been attributed to
the short wave cut-off which is of the order of 27t/(lO days'
over this region. Also notice that over some frequency han~
for both the slope and rise stations, motions are bottom in te n-
sified. This is a definite signature of topograph ic Rossby
waves which in the presence of stratification te nc to co nee n-
t rate the i r energy near the bo t tom. The more ser ious contami -
nation by the surface-intensified motions on both sides of t~is
frequency band certainly limits the application of the model
there. Also, because the motions on the continental shelf are
predominantly wind-driven, we will only discuss the observa-
tions on the conti nental slope and rise.
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Figure 4.2. Kinetic energy and temperature spectra of NESS76.
In the kinetic energy spectrum, the energy level
for the shelf, slope, and rise stations have been
displaced one decade apart, and the light shading
with a "-2" slope for periods shorter than 14 days
is to assist visual comparisons.
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One of the major predictions of the model is the formation
of the vertical amphidromic point near the slope-rise iunction
for short waves. This amphidromic point wil.l locally reverse
the direction of phase propagation above it and hence chanae
-the sign of the Reynolds stress uv and the s i qn of the ell ipse
or ientat ion from the local isobaths. The spat i al d j s tr ihut ion
of the ellipse orientation for a numerical run using the same
nondimensional parameters as that used previously, but with a
topography simulating that across the experimental si te is
shown in Fig. 4.3. The different sign of ellipse orientation
above the amphidromic point is clearly shown. For a perior of
LO days, this amphidromic point is formeò when longshore wave-
length is shor ter than about 300 km, and th is cr i t ieal wave-
length increases approx imately 1 inearly wi th the frequencv.
Since the motion is comprised of all different longshore
scales, we then expect a low stability of the ellipse orienta-
tion at 41. The model also predicts that the ellipse axis will
be more closely aligned with the local isobaths over the slope
region. This is because increased vortex stretching ten~s to
reduce the cross-shelf scales and hence leaàs to a qreater
longshore flow relative to the onshore flow.
The observed ellipse orientations are plotted .in Fig.
4.4a-b as a function of frequency (the radius) where the x-axis
is parallel with the estimated local isobaths and y-axis points
onshore. Data points averaged over 6 frequency banàs are indi-
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cated by the plain symbols while those averaged over ~~ fre-
l
quency bands are indicated by an additional "*". ~he shaded
areas centered at the "*" represent the band-width and the es-
timated 95% confidence limit of these data points. T~e shaded
area is not drawn if it encompasses the whoJe circular band.
As is expected from the above discuss ions, the data po i nts at
41 behave very differently from that of the other instruments.
Not only do most of the data points at 41. 1 ie in the first qua-
drant instead of the fourth, but also the stability of the
ell ipse or ientat ion is so low that no direct ional i ty can be
inferred with statistical confiòence. With this exception of
41, all the other data po ints averaged over 36 frequency bands
lie in the fourth quadrant, consistent with the prediction of
an offshore phase propagation for these incoming waves. The
ellipse orientation at 51 deviates the most from the local iso-
baths and that at 3Wl the least, with 31 and 42 somewhere in
between, again consistent with the model predictions shown in
Fig. 4.3. Thompson and Luyten (1975) founò that near site D,
the ellipse orientation deviates more from the local i sohaths
toward highe r frequenc ies wh ich they attr i buteò to a single
propagating topographic Rossby wave. There is some indication
of a s imi lar trend here for 42 and 5 l, although wi thout stat i s~
tical confidence, it is by no means conclusive. Incidentally,
it is interesting to notice that the data points of ~2 averaqed
over 6 frequency bands mimic almost exactly those of 51 ~etween
109.
per iods of 3 to 10 days wi th a 15 to 20 degrees rotation towarò
the local isobaths. Whether this is of any statistical signi-
ficance is not clear.
Another major pred iction of the model concerns the phase
lag &TV of temperature T relative to the onshore velocity v
which determines the direction of the heat flux generateè hv
these waves. Our earlier discussions show that the quaòrant in
which ~TV lies depends on the relative importance of several
competing mechanisms. For example, in an invisciè model, e'TV
lies in the fourth quadrant over the slope region because of
the effect of the rigid surface and the presence of the finite
bottom slope, but over the continental rise, it Jies in the
third quadrant because the effect of the baroclinic fringe
waves dominates. Near the slope-rise junction ane above the
mid-depth, it varies greatly between short and long waves, and
the coherence between T and v is expected to be low. In a vi s-
cous model where an Ekman friction layer is present at the
bottom, rYTv lies in the third auadrant withi.n the èominant
influence of this fr iction. If none of the above effects is
important, UTV is approximately -900, and the heat flux is
negligible. The e-TVof the same numer icaJ. run as that of
Fig. 4.3 is plotted in Fig. 4.5. From this figure, we make the
fOllowing predictions.
1) At 51, ~TV is approximately -900 with probably a
slight veering into the third quadrant due to the influence of
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both the baroclinic fringe waves and the bottom friction.
2) At 42, el Tv lies in the third quadrant because of the
effect of the baroclinic fringe waves.
3 ) At 41, elTv can vary greatly between shor t and long
waves, and the coherence between T and v is expectet! to be low.
4 ) at 3Wl, e"TV lies e it he r in the thi rd or four th aua-
drant depend i ng on whether it is domi nated hV the i nfJ.uence
from the bottom friction or the rigid surface. The coherence
between T and v is again expected to be low.
5) At 31, 8Tv mostly lies in the fourth quadrant due to
the dominant influence from the rigid surface.
The observed B'TV is plotted in Fig. 4.6a-b in a si.mi 1 ar
fashion as in Fig. 4.4. As is expec ted, the coherence be twe~n
T and v is low at 3Wl and 41, and no preferred quadrant in
which fJTv lies can be inferred with statistical confidence.
Incidentally, the 9Tv at these two instruments agree with the
values shown in Fig. 4.5. At 31 and 42, the coherence between
T and v is higher, and RTv lies in the quadrant pred icted hy
the model. At 51, the comparison, however, is less satisfac-
tory. Since the heat flux at 51 is very small because of the
weak temperature signal there, it is more subject to contamina-
tion by the other motions which might cause this discrepancy.
The stream function of the cross-shelf mean flow for the
same numerical run is plotted in Fig. 4.7. Since the normal i-
zation factor is 1 if fur = 1 at the bottom at y = 0 for the
112
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incoming wave, in the dimensional unit,
(V"*, w*) 'V ( If ~ -l- af. ê V
A- (-7/~-!~)'éV~
where £ is the Rossby number, and V is the longshore veloci ty
scale. For motions of a per iod between ~ and iO 0ays, the
velocity fluctuation is typically of the order 1 cmlsec at ~1.
k 94 LO 4 - 1 ~. h .with L = 45 m, f =. x - sec , c: lS t en approxi-
mately 2.4 x 10-3, and hence
-3t:V,,2.4 x 10 em/sec.
From the figure, (v,w)~O(lO), therefore,
'V* :6 2.4 x 10-2 cm/sec,
-W*.: 1. 4 x iO-3 cm/sec (with H = 2.7 km),
which are too small to be significant.
The longshore mean flow is plotted in Fig. 4.8. Since the
normalization factor is 33 if tul = 1 at the bottom at y = 0 for
the incoming wave, in the dimensional unit,
Ü*..U' éV.(33)
"" (0.08 "I) cm/ sec.
The maximum value of u is about 10 from the figure, hence ü*
has a maximum of about. 8 cm/sec and is located near the shel f
break. Since this magnitude is comparable to the fluctuation
veloc i ties, our theory breaks down.
The observed mean flow is shown by the arrows in Fig. 4.0,
where the rectangles centered at the end of the arrows in0icate
the estimated 95% confidence limi t. Dashed arrows are for
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deeper instruments. Although the westward mean fl ow ohserve~
at NE4 and NE5 is consistent with the moèel predictions, the
i
magnitude of this mean flow is by no means smaller than the 
low
frequency fluctuations which have masnitudes of a few cm/sec at
most, hence it cannot be explaineò by the theory presente0 ~ere.
"'
~
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4.2 Discussion
Despi te the s impl i fica t ion of the model, the two maior pre-
dictions that are the least scale-dependent compare reasonabl v
well with the observations of NESS76. These comparisons can be
made more conclusive if we have data near the bottom over the
slope region that shows an offshore heat fJ ux. The prediction
of the formation of an amphidromic point near slope-rise ~unc-
tion for short waves can also be tested more cri ticalJv l f we
have several instruments located at 41 but are displaced aJonq-
shore. Since the model predicts that the bottom trapping is
intensified at lower frequencies, the amphidromic point can
therefore be formed even for longer waves. By fi Iter i ng out
consecutively longer waves at lower frequency bands we can pro-
bably test this prediction.
From the comparisons made so far, it is suggestive that
Thompson's conclusion about the domi nance of 1 i near topograph i c
Rossby wave dynamics over the cOnt i nental rise also hol ds ove r
the continental slope for motions of the period between 1 and
10 days. The application of the model to the lower frequency
bands is limited by the increased importance of baroclinic
eddies which also become increasingly nonlinear. Toward the
higher frequency bands, the contamination by the surface inten-
sified motions can no loger be neglected. The uniqueness of
ou~ explanations of some observed features can be better estab-
lished only after we have also examined these other motions.
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Although the numerical solutions have been presente~ on1v
for the case of a uniformly stratified ocean, this is not a
limitation of the model. The effect of a slightly varied strR-
tification in the vertical direction is not expected to change
the qualitative results reported here and hence is not pursued
in any length. Since at the present stage, a more detailed
compar ison wi th the model is mostly prevented from our Inabi 1 i-
ty to isolate the motions of different longshore scales, a more
complicated model which takes into account the presence of mean
flow, the shelf-slope front, etc., might be difficult to verify.
It is, of course, a different story in the laboratorv where
i
the longshore wavelength can be given by the wave maker, ann
the model predictions can be tested much more critically for
its cons is tencies. I n part icular, the mean flow pred ic ter by
the theory assuming a weak interaction can also be tester.
Th is is, however, a long- term project and should be left for
the future.
12l.
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APPENDIX A
REDUCTION OF THE ANALYTICAL SOLUTION
The analytical solution (2.17) can be simplifiecl whentù=
n/2n where n is an integer, as is derived in t.he fOllowing.
Peters (1952) has shown that with h(k) defined by
~h(t') = ~+;1' 1(19,."("),
where g(,t,r) is given by (2.18), then'I(~)Eln h(K) satisfies
I( Ke~~~) ==-~~~~.e In Ú-t&?) b
~ - f- ~ "! .t ~ l-.
Now, let l,=1C/2n, (A.2) becomes
:i (!7d~¿:) = -)¡r-.J",InIi+$)J.l
=-gJ:1f-~~ &ú+ W~JtJ"'
=- .4rt,ß~..Ùt Jv (integration by parts)
. 7(-( J-t-V!/la(-¥
= -:!følq(r".i~2 dt (u lE vIr)7f'~.,': l, lf NlzÆ)'
-=nßic;J't)+~?t N
11 ¿,(j /I/I - ,.~)
$r ii/(.!l&~..I/k.) (resiclue theorem)k..L ,
.~~
..
ll Ie == C!- g(fk.-V k. =-f~ . . .. , ,ell.
,
;J Æ. , , " - .f(ik"J). 'A r - tH ~j) - S¥ ~it:' VJ .Ilk ,fl. ~ - "' == e s-f. (e - e .
~"" ~#i,. ..",\
"~ = ,le-/1f~.l)~/(¡-e~K)C/- e-.l")/L~,
-= - f~!t' ~.;.e~ Kj
(A.1 ,
(A. ? \
(A.'l\
where
Since ~
=- - Zil_
(A.3) then implies
I Crei-1fP~ ".) = 'f ~;~ - ~¡; €.t4-~~,
?t - ''-0+7l)
.z (~1')= & ~ e
!;r7'V~+ kéllf+ Vn) ~
IÇ?I-J.ë c~f +-?t)
;! (7'II~..¡ k Q- i'~ (40 iiJ
~'1-l
;! &- ~J(¡¿) ,
~~ = et'7(J.,l¡).
Substituting (A.6) into (2.17), we finally obtain,
or
or
~C'?:;) =-
Ii of ( l'
whe re
~=&d!1
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(A. li )
( A. i: ,
( A. h)
(A. .. ,
,
the evaluation of which can be consi~erably sjrnpJifie~ berause
of the presence of simple poles of the integrand. Employi nq
residue theorem, ~l can be further reduced to a summation of
its residues while':2 still involves the contour integration
which can be numerically integrated.
.: .
,
.J '!
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APPEND I X B
ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTION FOR SMALL S IN A WEDGE
As the der ivation below follows very closely that of
Friedrichs' (l952), we will only write down some key results
and the corresponding equation number in the Friedrichs' paper
(preceded by a capi tal F).
Le t' s de fine,
ß'z e; fJlí
~:J-~ -r~+4i12 l/k ¿iç
~ (i-lllflJÚ;-'7KI(J (B.l),(F.::q,
where all the notations have been defined in (?iq) and Appen-
dix A, then;t,2 of (A.7) are simply given by,
~i= .¿Gí+-~-),
ß.t= ~+ ~-.
In the limit, n~oØ, (B.l) becomes,
(B. ~n, (F. i:n
AI'V_ (' ë6;"'J~r-¥l-4r. "¿''~J'/.*
~% Jq L~-* ~-*
~r+ fft4- £; .(jt*, 1j ., II t~,'1 )) J .d 5' ~ (B.?),(F.??'
whe re
("4f/ lit, of)= J l) ~'f¡I1Y 11- -1 ¿''f. (B.4),(F.?¡:'
/"
The saddle point ~ is given by,
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uJ'f'" l r~ J i i ,7
-- l-/frri;~. H (~lt)+ H (~VJ , (B.i:),(F.44'
/V ,,-1-
or by setting ~ == -t/( ,
W1/ -f( fh-l;rfl.f.6-J::~l,
whe re
A = 1 + ltlt :;Z,
B = 1 - '17d;r,z.
(R.h),(F.Af;)
(B. '7)
(R.A)
The solution (B. 3) can then be approximate~ by,
A/ /: ~ )-n /', .. )í?f:¡~)t/~".t( ')'4
~:f'V tf12./ L-'T :¡,yt-l:tV.(j(~)J -I
~&¡tÕi K(JI) ~';7f/4 ) , (R. a), (F. 52)
where
j (y-lr,-;r1fk~71). ~.
K (:r) = -ß~~~r~?:+g:l-fp.-t
(J?f~
+ d ~ i:-l. dl - 1- ,G 'Tt; .o
In the far field, where ~y' ~~ 1, (B.9) becomes
(B.in),(F.40)
(B.li), (F.Ml'
~ /V &z'fàJl: 'I r- .ø Ct~) 1,) Ú -k: ~ t/ ~t!tA ,f
-lf, (,.r-k'i.t- t,-i P -t 7/4 JJ ,
')rv G;tl-'!,t (j - 1."9 ~ ~,,,~ t/~ *
~rr-i. (,f-k4j+¡,-~'¡ 7/4)),
(B. 12) , (F. (='7)
(B.l ~'., (F. f8)
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where
L c: -r+1i,
1) = (/f-~+
~ 7Î-lti
'7 ~"IZ ÎfAI-( +~ _ "f g L., )
.2;t~ ), "' ~1Z :z 1I0'7y.
Accordingly, (B.2) implies,
~;' ~"' =; ~f;~-u:~,~'1§trliVæ *
~ t-t'iõJ.i:?i.l:rr/i ..Rr r~ tV - k.'~ 1) . (~. 1 .4 ) , (F. t¡ Q ,
The two solutions are sinusoidal and differ in phase by 000.
We define the "local" cross-wedge wavelength as
Ii" -;t ~, ø-i.K(7/V-i. (ll. 15 \ . (F. 11 i
= .t/(/8~ (B.ir.',(F.??'
then the local cross-wedge wave number is given bv
€ ' zrr /1\ /
= f?/;r. (B.17'
The "local" ampl i tude can also be der ived
Aft (;)~ (c-;-t;.:~ff (ifo/~Ð~J K-.
~""/IUJ4
V ("~J
.
(B.lA), (F.''''
From (B.14), we can then derive that
R, æ: 11/ /(1 ()
?/ ~ f - I:'~
1- ~~;f~
~
(B.Ja)
RA - A", /Am7pq. _
rl-¿/~ fj_;~l- ~nJ¡::-
'Vj (JI) . (B. 20 )
-
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APPENDIX C
A THEORY OF MEAN FLOW GENERATION
Let the x, y and z-axis be oriented as in Fig. 2. i, an~
assume that all the nondimensional variables can be expant'eè in
te rms of the small Rossby numbe r ~ as,
1'*== r.. 2-r+ cJ L9~ 7 etc. q
where p is the variable associated with the primary waves and p
is the secondary mean field induced by these waves. wi th a
's imi lar scali ng as that 0 f (2.3), the non-d imens ional i ze~
gove rni ng equat ions for the 0 (J.) fields are given by
ut - v = - Px - n(u,
vt + u = - Py .. f)v,
0 = - Pz
- jJ,
ft - s2w = 0,
(r., ,
Ux + v + w = 0,y z
and for the 0(2) fields, given by
-
~üV ~ üW,C)u - v = -y z
o/-; + Ü = - Py - ;;y~ - l9 'V,z
0 = - Pz - p, (C.2)
2-
-; vp AWf,- S w = - -y
v y + Wz = 0,
where a 1 inear fr ict ion law wi th a small d imens ionJ.ess fr iet ion
coefficient ~ has been assumed. The introduction of some form
of a friction is essential to the study of the mean flow in the
equilibrium state (Ou and Bennett~ 1979). Tñe linear friction
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law is chosen here for simplicity.
Since the mean flow is non-divergent in the y-z plane, a
stream function tjcan be defined,("v;w) = (-'f, ?/y). (r.~,
As wand'; are in qua~rature from (C.i), the mean neat balance
reduces to
w =~"1f,
which combined with (C.3), implies that
~=~-i. fe.S)
That is, requ i red by the assumed heat balance and i ncompress f-
(C'.A)
bi 1 i ty, the mean flow in the y- z plane follows the con tours of
the constant heat flux. A similar result for a more general
case has been der ived by McIntyre (1977).
Assuming a solution of the form,
i(kx-.()p /Ve ,
for the pr imary waves, we can der i ve tha t
olü = - l; uv -
.?z üW + vY
=
- ~ üV -~üw
--g~zVfy z
=
--'uv -;;(u- i v /6'). w
Y z
=
- 9 uv
- ~z(~P - i~u).wy
=
-7l1lJ-+~r,.r,,+() &~1f~1
-I~~ l Ì/ tl
(from (C.?))
(from (C.3) ane fC.t;))
( from (C. 1) )
( from (C. 1) )
(from energy equation
derived from (C.l))
= ;; g :;~.~-l ~ lii.u,-l lt~~ ~ J J
= ~ "'f -1 T lil. W-+ 1:;¡ J ,
(from (c.n)
(from (C.l))
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or
i. = ¿.L7N +~'ii2''' + ~~ J . (('Jl
For smallo(, to a first order approximation, the right hanè
side of (C.6) can be calculated as if.the waves are invisci0,
and hence ì: does not depend on ol .
An equation similar to the thermal wind relation can he
easily derived,
-l = Øl ~- ¡:t. ((".7'
where
FY = - 7~~1l.
'" .
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APPEND I X 0
THE NUMERICAL MODEL
The numerical model is similar to that of Wang (1 Q75), an0
the readers are referred to Wang for some of the details
The nondimensiona1ized governing equation in our coordinate
system is given by,
l-2 -l CS~ ~
~- Lrt- ~~-(~=
where
7. = t. . -d
~- Hii
and the bo ndary cond i tions
0, (n.l ,
at the surface and the bottom are
&=0 J ':= O-? (D.'))
and
~=-51r~-:V26'~?~7 4/ :á=-1ltjJ. 1n.'1
As in Wang, we first map the domain of the variable ~ottom into
one of a rectangle through the following transformation
(y,z)~ (y, f)(y,z))"
where
(D.4'
e ~ - ~/ifj),
then e spans the ra~ge between 0 and 1.
(D. 5 ,
Let this rectangle be approximated by M x N uniformly
spaced grid points, and i, j be the indeces of these grid
points along the y and Ø' axis, respectively. 'lhe fini te
differenced appox imat ion of the transformet equat ions (n. i )
through (D.3) can be written in a matrix form as
l32
~ ~ ~ ~
At 1:-1 + 13.f"' + ~ ~+i. = -p~, (D.r.l
where, according to the convention adopted from here on, all
the bold letters represent matrices and the letters with an
arrow on the top represent column vectors. In th~ a~ove
~
expression, ~ is a column vector composed of values Of~j wi t~
j varies from i to N+l, and the expressions for At, 8,( J~' %
can be trivially derived. The image points at 4=N+l are
included for a easier implementation of the bottom boun~arv
cond i t ion.
At the horizontal boundaries, the radiation conditions
(3.2) through (3.5) can be
-. 4 ~'\1l = B~ + R- ...? Gt~.,
where
~:: ==
written in a matrix form as
(0.'7\
r:xj. .... 2; OJT~ ~ ;)
~ JTR;¡ r Ri, " ", RN" fi"NTi
~ f :TT 1I T!.~...., TAf, rM)N+tJ .
Substituting (D.7) into (D.6), we ohtain
(n.R)
expressions at the enn
points as
.I/~ I~ --, ..
r\1 ~ + Pi. Be - l: ? Q:C. ;) ( n. Cl \
~.-- - ~
where Rand T now replace p~ and p~ as the unknowns. An
extended version of Gaussian elimination (Lindzen arid Ruo,
1969) can be used to solve (D.6) and (D.q), and~ , P; can be
retrieved later from (D.7).
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